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Measurement of the electric quadrupole amplitude within the 1283-nm 6P1/2-6P3/2 transition
in atomic thallium

P. K. Majumder and Leo L. Tsai*
Department of Physics, Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts 01267

~Received 4 January 1999!

We have measured the ratio of the electric quadrupole (E2) to magnetic dipole (M1) transition amplitude
within the 6P1/2→6P3/2 transition in atomic thallium. Definingx to be thisE2 to M1 amplitude ratio, we find
that x50.2387(10)(38), where the first error is statistical and the second represents a combined systematic
error. In addition to providing a stringent test of theoretical wave-function calculations in thallium, accurate
knowledge of this quantity is essential for existing and future measurements of parity nonconserving optical
rotation on this same 1283-nm line in thallium.@S1050-2947~99!07307-2#

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Cs, 32.80.Ys
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of atomic parity nonconservation~PNC!
have now reached the level of precision required to prov
important tests of the electroweak standard model. All s
tests also require atomic structure calculations of compar
precision from which one can extract the electroweak qu
tity of interest,Qw , the ‘‘weak charge,’’ from the experi
mental atomic observable. For the case of cesium, a re
precision measurement of PNC@1# coupled with a highly
accurate calculation@2# has placed stringent new constrain
on possible extensions to the standard model@1,3#. In thal-
lium, a PNC measurement of 1% accuracy@4#, coupled with
an existing 3% atomic theory calculation@5#, yields a second
atomic test of electroweak physics. Improved accuracy
expected from new thallium PNC calculations now und
way @6#. To test the accuracy and guide the refinement
these calculations, independent thallium atomic struct
measurements of comparable accuracy are required. Ex
for hyperfine structure measurements in the lowest-ly
states@7#, such precise experimental data have not b
available for this element.

This paper describes the results of the first of a serie
planned precision measurements in thallium. In a vapor
laser-polarimetry apparatus, we have measuredx, the ratio
of electric quadrupole (E2) to dominant magnetic dipole
(M1) amplitude, within the 1283 nm 6P1/2-6P3/2 transition
in thallium. As theM1 amplitude can be calculated to ve
high precisionwithout the need for precise wave function
this measurement yields a value for theE2 matrix element
and hence provides a direct test of the wave-function ac
racy of the relevant thallium states. In addition,x is a line-
shape parameter whose accurate knowledge is essentia
determination of the PNC observable in atomic experime
such as those recently performed on this transition by
groups in Seattle@4# and in Oxford@8#. Presently, a 2.2s
~7%! discrepancy exists between the two measurements.
result of the measurement ofx reported here differs signifi
cantly from an older theoretical estimate of this quanti
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which was assumed in the analysis of the PNC observab
@8#. On the other hand, an experimental determination ox
made during the course of the Seattle experiment@4# @9# is in
excellent agreement with our new value. At the end of t
paper we briefly consider the results of line-shape simu
tions which quantify the correlation betweenx and the ex-
tracted value of the PNC observable. Finally, possible fut
PNC work of improved precision on this transition@10#
would require as input a highly precise, independent m
surement ofx such as we report here.

II. DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows the details of the energy-level struct
for the 1283-nm transition in thallium. The two stable is
topes, 203Tl and 205Tl, each have nuclear spinI 5 1

2 , and
exhibit a small (;100 MHz! isotopic shift for this particular
transition. Neither this shift nor the splitting between t
F851 andF852 excited state hyperfine levels is spectra
resolved in our experiment, due to Doppler broadening. T
large 21 GHz splitting of the 6P1/2 ground stateF50 and
F51 hyperfine levels allows us to study independently t
‘‘groups’’ of four constituent lines. Consideration of sele
tion rules shows that while theF50→F851 and F50
→F852 transitions are purelyM1 and purelyE2 in char-

y,

FIG. 1. The 1283-nm 6P1/2→6P3/2 transition in atomic thal-
lium, showing hyperfine splitting, isotopic shifts~not to scale!, as
well as component magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole tra
tions.
267 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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268 PRA 60P. K. MAJUMDER AND LEO L. TSAI
acter, respectively, transitions originating fromF51 are of a
mixedE2 andM1 character. Despite the absence of resolv
spectral structure, we are able to extract precise and reli
values for the electric quadrupole to magnetic dipole am
tude ratio for a number of reasons. First, all excited st
hyperfine splittings, isotopic shifts, and abundances are v
well known @7# and can be included in line-shape mode
Second, the very high signal-to-noise ratio of our spec
allows us to optimize simultaneously the line-shape para
eter for x along with optical depth and spectral linewid
parameters within our fitting procedure. Finally, we can a
lyze a wide range of distinct line shapes, corresponding
different ground-state hyperfine levels, Faraday optical ro
tion versus transmission spectra, and low versus high op
depth scans, each having distinctly different dependence
the parameterx. Use of a sealed, evacuated vapor cell in t
experiment creates an interaction region which is spati
limited to a region of uniform temperature, and at the sa
time lacks buffer gas collisions. This minimizes any poten
complications to the experimental line shapes introduced
extended, buffer gas-confined interaction regions wh
characterize the PNC optical rotation setups optimized
achieve maximum optical depth.

The method of simultaneous detection of transmiss
and Faraday rotation line shapes is similar to that used
recent PNC optical rotation experiments in thallium and le
@4,11#. Referring to Fig. 2, roughly 10 mW of 1283 nm ligh
is generated by an external cavity diode laser whose resi
short-term frequency jitter was measured to be 2–3 MHz
small fraction of the light is directed into a confocal Fabr
Perot cavity for frequency calibration, as well as a photo
ode for intensity normalization. The laser light then pas
through a calcite polarizer and a Faraday rotator. The rot
consists of a Faraday glass rod to which we apply a com
nation of ac and dc magnetic fields. Using this device,
modulate the laser polarization sinusoidally by several m
liradians at a frequency of 700 Hz. The light is then incide
on the 20-cm-long sealed quartz vapor cell contain
roughly 5 g of thallium. The cell is contained within an
evacuated 48-in. ceramic tube whose central region is ex

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup~see text!.
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nally heated via ac current applied to two pairs of clamsh
heaters. Entrance and exit windows of the ceramic tube
tend well beyond the heated region of the oven. A varia
duty-cycle heater control circuit maintains cell temperatu
of up to 950 °C with a long-term stability of better than 1 °C
The cell temperature was directly monitored using therm
couples located at the cell stem and one cell window and
displayed and recorded with61° accuracy by a multiple-
channel thermocouple monitor~Stanford Research System
SR630!. A pair of Helmholtz coils located inside Mumeta
magnetic shields produce longitudinal magnetic fields of
to 100 mG to allow measurement of Faraday optical rotati
The longitudinal shielding factor offered by the Mumet
~roughly 100! was sufficient to reduce optical rotation nois
due to residual magnetic field fluctuations to an insignific
level. Since the observed Faraday rotation amplitude
pends only on the integrated longitudinal field along the
teraction region, residual nonuniformity in longitudinal fie
did not lead to complications in the analysis of experimen
rotation spectra@12#.

After passing through a~nearly crossed! analyzer prism,
the laser light is spatially filtered via a diffraction grating an
collimators. In this way the signal reaching the InGaAs P
photodiode detector is nearly free of infrared oven blackbo
light. The amplified detector signal is sent to two digit
lock-in amplifiers set to detect frequency components of
transmitted laser intensity at the fundamental and sec
harmonic modulation frequencies, respectively. As explain
in detail in @11#, the second-harmonic signal is proportion
to the laser transmission, while the signal at the fundame
frequency is proportional to the product of transmissi
times optical rotation. Since these signals are obtained sim
taneously, the former signal can be analyzed independe
to provide transmission spectrum information, allowing pu
optical rotation information to be extracted from the latte

Using this setup we are able to achieve an optical rota
resolution of approximately 231027 rad/AHz, as compared
to the typical 1023 rad amplitude of our Faraday rotatio
signals. Data were taken using temperatures in the rang
850 ° –950 °C, which correspond to optical depths rang
from 0.5–4.0 with our vapor cell. A typical data run consis
of two pairs of up-down frequency sweeps. By switching o
the longitudinal magnetic field for one of the two sweep
and subtracting the optical rotation signals, we remove
small background signal from our Faraday rotation li
shape. The background pattern, whose typical size was
orders of magnitude smaller than the Faraday signal, or
nates from frequency-dependent optical transmiss
changes~unrelated to the atoms! which are indistinguishable
from a true optical rotation in our apparatus. We acquir
data in a ‘‘field on-off-off-on’’ pattern in order to study th
possibility of a slow drift in the background pattern. Over t
1 min time scale of the subtraction, no significant drift w
observed. Data were obtained for theF50 andF51 hyper-
fine groups separately, yielding a total of four distinct lin
shapes which could be analyzed.

III. LINE-SHAPE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The general form of the transmission for a given groun
state hyperfine level,i, is Ti(n)5I 0 exp@2Ai(n)#, where
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PRA 60 269MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE . . .
Ai(n) is the composite absorption line shape. As discuss
for this transition, there exist magnetic dipole and elec
quadrupole contributions to the absorptivity. We express
absorption spectrum as

Ai~n!}~Nl !^M1&2(
j 51

2

(
k51

2

ak@Ki j
(1)1x2Ki j

(2)#

3V~n2n i jk ;g,G!. ~1!

We define^M1& as the reduced magnetic dipole matrix e
ment, ^JeuumuuJg&, whereJg5 1

2 and Je5 3
2 , referring to the

ground and excited states, respectively. Here,N andl refer to
the number density of atoms and the length of the cell, wh
together with^M1&2 determine the observed optical dept
The first and second summation refer to excited state hy
fine level and isotope, respectively, with the coefficientak
accounting for isotopic abundance. TheK (a) coefficients in
Eq. ~1! account for relative line-strength differences amo
the magnetic dipole (a51) and electric quadrupole (a52)
hyperfine components of the overall transition probability

Ki j
(a)5

~2Fi11!~2F j11!

2a11 H Jg a Je

F j I F i
J 2

, ~2!

where the bracketed term represents a 6j symbol. In Eq.~1!,
V is the normalized Voigt profile line shape determined
the component collisional and Doppler widths,g andG, re-
spectively, andn i jk is the resonance frequency of a particu
hyperfine transition of a specific isotope. Given the particu
form of Ai(n) above, we quote the following precise defin
tion for x:

x[
v

4A3

^JeuuQ(2)uuJg&

^JeuumuuJg&
, ~3!

where the term containingQ(2) is the reduced matrix elemen
of the electric quadrupole operator. Using the derivation
@13#, one can equivalently expressx in terms of the Einstein
A coefficients for spontaneous magnetic dipole and elec
quadrupole decay,AM1 and AE2, from the 6P3/2 excited
state:x[A5AE2/3AM1.

The Faraday rotation line shapeFF(n) arises from a Zee-
man frequency shift in a longitudinal magnetic field,B0,
which leads to a frequency-dependent change in the real
of the refractive index for circular polarization componen
of the light. When the Zeeman splitting is small compared
the linewidth, there results an optical rotation of plan
polarized light whose line shape follows the derivative of t
dispersion curve. We can write

FF
i~n!}~Nl !^M1&2B0(

j 51

2

(
k51

2

3ak@Ui j
(11)12xUi j

(12)1x2Ui j
(22)#D8~n2n i jk ;g,G!.

~4!

The Ui j factors are proportional to 6j symbols as well as
appropriateg factors characterizing the Zeeman splittin
The superscripts on these factors reflect the tensor origi
the relevant transition matrix elements. Analytic expressi
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for these factors are quite involved, and can be found,
example, in@14#. For the case of theF51 ground-state tran-
sitions, the Faraday rotation line shape is characterized
terms linear inx due to the interference of allowedM1 and
E2 amplitudes~i.e., U1 j

(12)Þ0). This dependence onx is
quite distinct from either theF50 Faraday rotation line
shape or the absorption line shapes which depend on
quantity only quadratically. In this small-field limit, the mag
nitude of the Faraday rotation scales with both the opti
depth and the magnetic field amplitude.D 8(n) is the sym-
metric line shape corresponding to the derivative of the n
malized dispersion curve. A small additional component
the observed Faraday rotation due to state mixing in
magnetic field~and therefore to the dispersion line sha
itself! is also taken into account@14#. Our nonlinear least-
squares-fitting routine incorporates these relative l
strength factors as well as isotopic shifts and hyperfine sp
ting information to create theoretical line shapes for t
analysis of experimental spectra.

Figures 3 and 4 show data and corresponding fits of
individual transmission and background-subtracted Fara

FIG. 3. Transmission and~Faraday rotation3 transmission!
line shapes for theF50 ground-state hyperfine group showing da
~dots! and fitted curve~line!. Unresolved excited-state hyperfin
structure is highlighted by the arrows in the transmission spectr
Shown below, expanded by a factor of 10, are the residuals of
fits. The data shown require less than 1 min to acquire.
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270 PRA 60P. K. MAJUMDER AND LEO L. TSAI
rotation scan for each of the ground-state hyperfine grou
As a first step in the analysis, the laser frequency sweep
calibrated and linearized using information obtained from
Fabry-Perot transmission data. This step is essential g
the hysteresis and nonlinearity associated with the PZT
vices used for tuning the laser frequency. Two linearizat
schemes were employed. The first consisted of explicit fit
the Fabry-Perot data to an Airy function using a nonline
~polynomial! mapping of frequency to data point number.
the second, a cubic spline interpolation of Fabry-Perot pe
was used. A comparison of the two methods showed no m
surable differences in the subsequent results of atomic s
trum analysis. The;540 MHz free spectral range of ou
confocal Fabry-Perot cavity was measured to within
MHz using a high-precision wave meter~Burleigh Instru-
ments, model WA-1500!, and this value was independent
confirmed by calibration against the well-known 21 GH
thallium ground-state hyperfine splitting. Direct vapor c
temperature measurements allowed us to calculate an
the value of the Doppler width in our data analysis. Co
sions of thallium atoms in the cell result in a Lorentzi
width roughly 20% as large as the Doppler width~typically
50 MHz and 250 MHz, respectively!. We took explicit ac-
count of the small isotopic difference in Doppler width. Th

FIG. 4. Transmission and~Faraday rotation3 transmission!
line shapes for theF51 ground-state hyperfine group showing da
~dots! and fitted curve~line!. Shown below, expanded by a factor
10, are the residuals of the fits.
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value of the Lorentzian width as well as the optical depth a
x were extracted from the fits. Data were also analyzed
allowing the Doppler width parameter to vary to study
potential effect on the fitted value ofx. We found good
agreement between fitted values for the Doppler width a
those predicted from cell temperature measurement. Theo
ical Voigt convolution profiles were generated in the fittin
program using an efficient and accurate analytic approxim
tion technique@15# @9#. Typically, transmission line shape
were fit first, after which certain parameters, such as the
ted widths, were then fixed for subsequent fits to the~Fara-
day multitransmission! spectra. A typical data run yielded
value ofx with 10% statistical precision.

IV. DISCUSSION OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Several hundred data runs were taken over a period
several months, with an effort made to explore as wide
range of experimental operating conditions~hyperfine group,
laser sweep conditions, cell temperature! as were accessible
Figure 5 demonstrates the consistency of our results for
fitted value ofx for the two ground-state hyperfine trans
tions, and over a range of optical depths. The parametex
contributes in very different ways to the various theoreti
line shapes represented in this plot, making this a particul
powerful test for potential systematic errors associated w
our analysis procedure.

Initial fits were performed using a ‘‘nominal’’ fitting
method in which the Doppler width parameter was fixed, a
the data were weighted by an experimentally-determin
noise profile. This accounted for a modest increase in m
sured noise on the steep slopes of the line shapes du
residual laser frequency jitter. A number of other fitting str
egies were implemented as well. These included a
weighting model, as well as a model in which the wings
the measured spectra were not included in the fit. As m
tioned, data were also analyzed by simultaneously floa
the Doppler width parameter. Finally, we also implemente

FIG. 5. Results of fitted values forx binned according to mea
sured optical depth. Ground-stateF50 and F51 fit results are
shown separately. Fit results from upward- and downward-go
laser sweeps, as well as from transmission and Faraday rota
scans, were averaged prior to binning. Horizontal lines indicate61
standard deviation statistical errors only.
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TABLE I. Summary of contributions to the overall systematic error inx ~see text!.

Systematic error source Uncertainty,Dx

Line-shape fitting method 0.0025
Frequency calibration/linearization 0.0011

Hyperfine group 0.0005
Laser sweep characteristics~direction/speed/width! 0.0018

Optical depth 0.0005
Transmission vs Faraday fits 0.0013

Combined~quadrature! total 0.0038
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simultaneousx2 fitting procedure for transmission and ass
ciated Faraday rotation line shapes that generated com
atomic fit parameters~widths, optical depth,x). The ‘‘com-
posite’’ fits yielded residuals which were not significant
larger than those of the individual fits, and the fitted valu
of the relevant parameters were in good agreement with
ues generated from the individual line shape analysis.
overall variation in fitted values ofx observed with the vari-
ous analysis models has been distilled into a line sha
fitting systematic error,Dx, of 0.0025, or roughly 1%, and i
the first entry in Table I above. In addition, we have explor
a wide range of other potential systematic errors based o
extensive study of correlations betweenx and experimenta
operating conditions, such as laser sweep speed and d
tion, and magnetic field value for Faraday fits. Table I su
marizes the contributions of significant sources of system
error among all of those which we considered. The in
vidual Dx values listed in the table are determined either
evaluating the systematic deviation resulting from the r
evant reanalysis, or by determing an upper limit on the s
tematic error any statistically resolved correlation would p
duce on the value ofx itself.

Upon initial analysis, the most serious systematic er
was a discrepancy between the fitted values forx as deter-
mined independently for the transmission and Faraday
This effect only appeared several months after data acq
tion had begun. This was eventually attributed to slow d
radation of the quartz cell windows in the presence of hea
thallium vapor. The resulting spurious birefringence in o
polarimeter led to frequency-dependent transmission va
tions unrelated to the atomic absorption. This was easily s
in the fit residuals of our transmission spectrum analysis
the nominal fitting scheme, where certain fit parameters
tained from the transmission fits were fixed during the Fa
day fits, the net result of this line shape error was to prod
a discrepancy betweenx as obtained from the two line
shapes~‘‘ xT’’ versus ‘‘xF’’ !. We note that the alternativ
data analysis method whereby we simultaneously optimi
fit parameters of the transmission and corresponding Fara
line shapes continued to produce values ofx in good agree-
ment with the value obtained for earlier runs that did n
show evidence for this systematic error. To confirm the o
gin of the systematic error, a new~unused! vapor cell was
installed. Data taken in a several-week period immedia
after cell replacement showed no evidence of thexT versus
xF discrepancy. Ultimately, data runs subject to this syste
atic error were not included in the final analysis ofx, but
-
on
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served to set limits on the size of other potential system
errors.

Our final result forx is

x50.238760.001060.0038, ~5!

where the first error is statistical and the second repres
the combined systematic error. This can be compared
recent experimental estimate of this quantity made in
course of the Seattle group’s PNC measurement@4,9# of x
50.240. Our value differs by 7% from the long-standin
theoretical value@16# of x50.254. We note that a more re
cent ~unpublished! theoretical value@17# for this quantity
findsx50.2395, in excellent agreement with our new resu

V. CONNECTION BETWEEN x AND THALLIUM PNC

Finally, we turn to the potential implications of our me
surement for thallium PNC. In contrast to the approach f
lowed here, in the PNC data analysis onefixesthe value ofx
during the analysis of experimental spectra from which
PNC observable is determined. In that case, extracted va
of line shape parameters such as component linewidths
optical depth can potentially be affected by the choice of
fixed value forx. Of particular concern is any correlatio
betweenx and the fit parameter corresponding to the opti
depth. In a PNC optical rotation experiment@4,8#, the mag-
nitude of the observed PNC rotation,fPNC, is given by
fPNC5CfbRPNC, whereCf is an optical rotation calibra-
tion factor,b is the measured optical depth, andRPNC is the
atomic PNC observable proportional to the weak char
Qw . Typically, the b is determined through independe
analysis of transmission spectra. We have demonstr
through analysis of simulated thallium line shapes that a
nificant anticorrelation exists between the fit parameters r
resentingx and theb. The size~but not the sign! of this
effect depends on the particular hyperfine group, and
value of theb itself. The experimental value forRPNC ex-
tracted from the above relation thus becomes directly co
lated to the assumed value ofx. To explore and quantify this
we have generated simulated transmission spectra for
hyperfine group, and for a wide range of optical depths,
ing as input parameters typical values of Doppler and co
sional widths. Simulated line shapes were generated wi
certain fixed value ofx, and subsequently fit with a mode
which assumed a different fixed value. As under actual
perimental conditions, the Doppler width, collisional widt
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272 PRA 60P. K. MAJUMDER AND LEO L. TSAI
and optical depth parameters were simultaneously optim
in the fit to simulated transmission spectra. Any direct er
that an incorrect assumed value ofx produces in the subse
quent fit to the PNC optical rotation line shape is negligib
compared to the indirect effect of an inaccuratex on the
fitted optical depth, as described above.

As discussed in@4# and @9#, where x50.240 was as-
sumed, and an independent Faraday rotation calibration
used, any systematic error due tox inaccuracy is negligible
in determining the final result,RPNC5214.71(17)31028.
On the other hand, for the PNC experimental analysis
scribed in@8#, the older theoretical value@16#, x50.254, was
assumed and fixed@18# for the analysis which resulted in th
value RPNC5215.71(45)31028. Considering the experi
mental optical depth for which PNC data were acquired
@8#, and noting thatRPNC represents a weighted average
the PNC rotation measured on the individual hyperfine lin
our simulations suggest that the 6% overestimate ofx results
in a 2.260.5 % overestimate in the magnitude ofRPNC,
where the estimated error in the correction reflects un
tainty in the value forx itself as well as limitations in the
simulation procedure. Indeed, the proposed correction to
value of Rpnc in @8# is smaller than the 3% overall quote
uncertainty. Nevertheless, we feel it is significant that, up
applying this correction, the discrepancy between the
measured PNC values is reduced to the level of 1.3~com-
bined! standard deviations. Finally, we note that both
these experimental groups have also completed PNC op
rotation experiments on the 6P026P11.279 mm M1 tran-
sition in atomic lead using nearly identical experimental s
ups and analysis procedure to that used for the thall
work. A significant feature of the lead spectral lineshape
the absenceof any electric quadrupole component amp
tude. For the case of lead, there is complete agreemen
tween the two experimental PNC results@11,19#.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, we have completed a precision measurem
of the relative strength of the electric quadrupole to magn
dipole amplitude with the 1283 nm transition in thallium
This result will provide a stringent test of new wave-functio
calculations presently underway. It also has a direct bea
on existing and future measurements of atomic PNC wit
this transition. In particular, due to the influence which t
value of this parameter has on analysis of Doppler-broade
transmission spectra, our measurement suggests a smal
tematic correction which, if applied, significantly improve
the agreement between existing PNC measurements in
lium. Due to the presence of theM1 transition amplitude
~whose magnitude is precisely calculable without the ne
for detailed wave-function knowledge!, we were able to de-
termine the electric quadrupole amplitude through a rela
E2 to M1 absorptivity measurement, effectively using t
M1 absorptivity for number density normalization. This no
malization feature will be employed again in a new expe
ment which will make use of a thallium atomic beam app
ratus which has recently been constructed in our laborat
Here the Stark-induced amplitude within the 6P1/226P3/2
transition will be determined through measurement of
fractional change in atomic beam absorptivity at 1283
upon application of a large, precisely known electric field
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